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INTERPOLATION AND GLEASON PARTS IN L-DOMAINS
BY

MICHAEL FREDERICK BEHRENS

Abstract. We describe the closure of [-1/2,0) in the maximal ideal space J<(2)

of Hx(2) for an arbitrary L-domain £?. For ¿-domains satisfying sup(c„+,/(.„) < 1

andE(r„/c„)'' < x,some/> ^ 1, we describe all interpolation sequences for HX(S),

we show that a homomorphism (except the distinguished homomorphism, when it

exists) lies in a nontrivial Gleason part if and only if it is contained in the closure of

an interpolating sequence, and we describe all the analytic structure occurring

in^(^).

1. Introduction. Let M(3) be the maximal ideal space of the Banach algebra

H°°(3) of all bounded analytic functions on a planar domain 3, equipped with the

supremum norm. In the case when 3 is an L-domain, 3 = (A\{0})\UA„, where A

is the open unit disk and {A„} is a sequence of closed disks with radii rn and centers

c„ converging to 0 on the positive axis. M(3) was studied by Zalcman in [9]. A

striking phenomenon in L-domains is that the limit of f(r), as r approaches 0 along

the negative axis, exists for all /g Hx(3) if T.(r„/c„) < oo. This means that the

closure of [ ^,0) in J((3) is obtained by adjoining a single point, the "dis-

tinguished" homomorphism defined by %(f) = limrT0/(r). In §2 we describe the

closure of [ t">0) inJ((3) for an arbitrary L-domain. In particular, we show that

if E(r„/cn) = oo, then the closure of [ ^,0) in J((3) is homeomorphic to the

closure of [0,1) in^(A), and that a sequence in [ ^,0) is an Hx(3) interpolation

sequence if and only if it is separated in the Caratheodory metric on 3.

Major objects of interest inJ((3) are the analytic sets, the Gleason parts, and the

interpolating sequences. We will give a complete description of these aspects of

J((3) for a class of L-domains. This generalizes [3] and is motivated by a study of

the extension 3* of 3 given in Abraham Robinson's theory of nonstandard analysis

[1,2].
In [3] we studied L-domains¿2 = (A\{0})\UA„ which satisfied sup(c„+1/c„) <

1 and E(r„/c„) < oo. We showed that, with the exception of the Gleason part

containing the distinguished homomorphism, each nontrivial Gleason part in^(^)

is an analytic disk, and the Gleason part containing 4>0 is equal to 3 plus a set

homeomorphic to (ßN\N) X A, with (ßN\N)X {0} identified with $0.

In §3 we consider domains 3 = <f\UA„ obtained by excising from some domain

êa sequence of closed disks A„ satisfying the following condition: there are disjoint
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disks Dn with the same centers as A„, contained in S, with E(rad A„/rad Dn)p < oo,

some/» > 1.

When/? - 1, such a sequence of disks was said in [4] to be hyperbolically rare. We

describe all interpolating sequences in 3 which are "near" UA„. When 3 is an

L-domain satisfying sup(cn + x/cn) < 1 and L(rn/cn)p < oo, some/» > 1, we are able

to describe all Hx(3) interpolating sequences. This is the only class of infinitely

connected domains for which such a description is known.

In §4 we consider a particular subset ^of J((3), for the domains 3 = ^\UA„

considered in §3, defined by

F- fi   \JS(cn,Rrn)n3,
N,R    N

where Ä > 1, the closure is in^(^), and S(c, r) = [z:\z - c\ < r) is the open disc

with center c and radius r. (We use this notation throughout the paper.) y is the

class of homomorphisms in M(3) which are approached " tangentially" along UA„.

Using the description of interpolating sequences in §3, and generalizing Hoffman's

factorization theorems from [7], we show that each nontrivial Gleason part in y is

an analytic disk, and a point in i?~ lies in a nontrivial Gleason part if and only if it is

contained in the closure of an interpolating sequence.

In §5 we return to the class of L-domains 3 = (A \ {0})\U A„, with

sup(cn+x/cn) < 1 and T,(rn/cn)p < oo, and give a complete description of the

Gleason parts for such domains. The results of §4 show that, in this case, a Gleason

part of J((3) which does not intersect the closure of [ ^,0) in J((3) is either a

point part or an analytic disk, and a point inJ((3) whose Gleason part does not

intersect the closure of [ =j,0) in J((3) is contained in a nontrivial Gleason part if

and only if it is contained in the closure of an interpolating sequence. When p = 1,

the first assertion was proved in [3], but the second is new, and the Gleason part

containing $0 is as described in [3]. When/» > 1, no "distinguished" homomorphism

exists. In this case, using the results of §2, we show that each Gleason part ofJ((3)

(except 3) which intersects the closure of [ =r, 0) in M(3) is a bijective continuous

image bf the following kind of space: For each real number r, let Kr be a compact

subset of ßN\N. In the space R U Ur(A:r X A) identify each set {r} U (Kr X {0})

with a point. The resulting space is a "hedge" and each Gelfand transform is

analytic on each "petal" {w} X A, u g tfr.

We conclude this paper with a brief discussion of certain ideas in Abraham

Robinson's theory of nonstandard analysis. Behavior of the nonstandard extension

of the set 3is intimately connected with the existence of analytic sets inJ((3).

2. Approach to zero along the negative axis in L-domains. First some notation and

definitions. On a planar domain 3 the Carathéodory metric m is defined by

ir(z,w) = sup{^0(/(z),/(»v)):/G H°°{3), \\f\\ « 1},

where xp0 is the Poincaré metric on the open unit disk A. Any analytic function

decreases distance in the Carathéodory metric: If/maps (3X, ttx) into (32, tr2) and

is analytic, then m2(f(z), f(w)) < irx(z, w) for all z, w g 3x. A sequence {a„} c 3
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is said to be w-separated if infn#m ir(an, am) > 0. For example, an interpolating

sequence {an} in 3 is w-separated since there is a constant M and functions

/„ G Hx(3) with ll/JI < M and/„(am) = 8nm, and hence infn*m 7t(an, am) > \/M.

The 7r-distance between A and B is defined to be

it(A,B) = inf{7r(a,¿>): a ^ A,b g B)

and A and J5 are said to be w-separated from each other if w(A, B) > 0.

For a domain 3<z C, the Gleason part containing m g J((3) will be denoted by

^(m). The part metric onJ((3) is given by

p(m, n) = sup{|/(m)|:/e H"{S), 11/11 « l,/(») = 0).

A metric tr is defined on &(m) by tt = log[(l + p)/(\ - p)]. This definition agrees

with the previous one on 3 and satisfies the following: If {zx} and {wx} are nets in

3 with hm zx = m and limwA = n, where m and n are in the same Gleason part in

M(3), thenir(m, n) ^ lim sup ir(zx, wx).

In this section êwill always denote the horizontal strip ê = {z g C: |Im z\ < 4}.

In A and S, the Carathéodory and Poincaré metrics are equal. The advantage of

considering S is that the real line plays a special role in J((S). The following

statements are well known [6,7] and are stated here for easy reference in notation

consistent with our usage.

2.1       (1)       tr = d/4 on R, where d is the euclidean metric on R.

(2) A sequence contained in R is ir-separated if and only if it

is an //°°(<f ) interpolating sequence.

(3) The closure of R in H'X(S) is homeomorphic to the maximal

ideal space of the Banach algebra of all bounded uniformly con-

tinuous complex valued functions on (R, d) equipped with the

supremum norm.

(4) Every point of the closure of R in J(( ë ) lies in a nontrivial

Gleason part.

(5) Let F be the closure in J(( S )s, equipped with the compact-open

topology, of the set of mappings defined by z->z +r, rGÄ.

Every element of F is a bijective analytic mapping of f#onto

a Gleason part ofJ((S) and the images of S under F cover the

closure of R inJ((ë).

(6) If A, B a R are w-separated from each other in <?, then
j^-M(ê'i p| ß-jf(g) _ 0

(7) If m G A-"(,f) and n g B'M(S) with tr(m, n) = M < oo, then

tt(A,B)^M.

(8) Let m, n G /?~"*(". Then m and n are in the same Gleason part

and ir(m, n) = M < oo if and only if there are nets {xx}, {yx} in

R with lim jcx = m, lim yx = n and lim tt(xx, yx) = M.

For an arbitrary L-domain 3 = (A\ {0})\UA„, let E = R n UA„. Define a

function on 3byfE(z) = fEdx/(x - z) and let g be the restriction of fE to [ 4'0) ■
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The following properties of fE and g are elementary and easy to check:

2.2 (1) fE is analytic on 3.

(2) |Im/|<4on#.

(3) g is strictly increasing.

(4) g is bounded if and only if L(rn/cn) < oo.

Since fE maps 3 into €, it decreases the Carathéodory distance in these two

domains. In particular, the restriction mapping g: ([ ^,0) , v) -* ([f{=r), a) d) is

uniformly continuous, where a = limrT0/£(r). One direction in the following theo-

rem is thus evident.

Theorem 2.3. The mapping g: ([ ^,0) ,ir) -> ([g(4), a), d) is uniformly bicon-

tinuous.

Proof. Let u < v < 0 with

dx
( V ~ U A    -    í Í

Jf (x - u)(x - v) \JF x - u     JF x - V')
<8.

'E (x - !/)(;

Let 0 < e < 1 and suppose

(*) E n[e|i;|, \u\/e] contains an interval of the form [r/2, r].

Then

(v-u)(r/2)   ^ (<■       (v - u)dx r      (v - u) dx(v-u)(r/Z)   ^ Ç       (v-u)dx      ^ r      (o -

(r - u)(r - v) "" K/1 (x - u){x - v) ^ JE {x - u )(x-v)
<8

so v - u < 28(r - w)(r - v)/r and, hence, (v - u)/\u\ < 48/e. If ||/|| < 1, /g

Hcc(3) and/(w) = 0, then by Schwarz's lemma for (z g C: \z - u\< \u\), we have

\f(v)\ < 48/e. Hence

1 + 48/iir(u, v) < log
1 - 48/e '

If (*) is false, then rn/cn < 1/2 for e\v\ < cn < \u\/e, and there are circles yx = {z:

\z\ = rx) and y2 = {z: \z\ = r2} with yx, y2 c 3, e\v\ < r, < 2e|i;| and \u\/2e < r2 <

\u\/e. Let A = 3 <1 {z: rx < \z\ < r2) and M = yx U y2 UU"¡,9AB. Let/g /y°°(^)

with U/H < 1. Then for z g A,

ft A = J- Í LWJÏ _ J_ f iWJi _ V J_ Í fJAlM
n   '     2-rriL   t-z        2mL   f-z        ^ 2m L   Í - z   'ï:

Now

l/i(«)-/i(«)l<
iiri iv

f{i)dj
liri /,   £ - t;

«S 4e,

l/2(«)-/2(Ol =
1_ /• (o-u)f(t)dt

rz(i-u)ii-v)hi¿tri yv
< 16e,
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and

l/3(«)-/3(«)l =
{v-u)f{j)dt

8AB(Í -«)(€"*)277/ ./ip

\_t (v-u)\dt\

( t' - M ) dx

RnU%à„(* - «)(* - l')

( v - u ) ¿X

'e(x - v)(x - u)
<Ô. D

Corollary 2.4. A sequence {an} c [ 4,0) ;î m-separaled in 3 if and only if

{g(a„)} is -n-separated in S.

Sets A, B C [ 4,0) are ir-separated from each other if and only if g(A) and g( B)

are it-separated from each other in <f.

If {g(an)} is interpolating for HX(S), then HX(S)° g interpolates all bounded

values on {a„}. Since a sequence in R is interpolating for Hx(cf) if and only if it is

^-separated in <?, and since an interpolating sequence in 3 is ^-separated in 3, the

following corollary is evident.

Corollary 2.5. A sequence {an} c [ 4,0) is interpolating for Hx(3 ) if and only

if {g(an)} is interpolating for HX(S).

If {a,,} c [ 4,0) is w-separated, then {g(a„)} is ^-separated and hence inter-

polating for HX(S), so {a,,} is interpolating for Hx(3).

Corollary 2.6. A sequence {«„} c [ 4,0) is interpolating for Hx(3) if and only

if { a„ } is m-separated in 3.

Theorem 2.3 says that tr(x, y) is small if and only if tr(g(x), g(y)) is small.

Another corollary to Theorem 3 is that tt(x, y) is large if and only if ir(g(x), g(y))

is large. Since tr(g(x), g(y)) < tr(x, y), one direction is trivial.

Corollary 2.7. There is a 8 > 0 such that d(g(x), g(y))> 8ir(x, y) whenever

■n(x, y) > 1.

Proof. There is a 8 such that d(g(x), g(y)) < 8 -» ir(x, y) < 1/2. Suppose

rn< r, < 'N+\ g(.y) with |xA

D

8N < d(g(x), g(y)) < 8(N + 1). Let g(x) - ,0

xk_x\ < ô. Then

«(*■ y) < X>(g-(^), g-\rk)) < ^±1 < d^X\ *<y»
o x o

The function fE has a unique continuous extension to a mapping/, of J((3) into

^(ef), defined by

fE(m)(h) = m(h°fE),       m &J({3),h g Hx(cf).

Let g be the restriction of/jr to the closure of [ 4,0) in^(^).
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Theorem 2.8. The mapping g is a homeomorphism of [4,0) "*'(S) onto

[f(^),a)-^\

Proof. It suffices to show that g is one-to-one. Let m, n g [ 4,0) --*<2» \ [4,0)

with m * n. Let/G Hco(3) with m(f) = 0, «(/)= 1. Let

/! = {xg[4,0):|/(x)|<|},       5= {* € [4,0): |/(x)| > §}.

Then m ^ A~-*{S>), n g ß--*<®\ and /I and ¿? are ^-separated from each other.

Hence g(m) g g(A)'Jt(S\ g(n) G g(ByJl{*) and g(/l), g(5) are ^-separated from

each other. Thusg(AyJ<(^ C\g(ByM(S) = 0 andg(m) # g(n).   D

The mapping g also preserves Gleason parts. Let 9?(m) be the Gleason part in

jK(3>) of m G [ 4,0) --^^ and S?(g(m)) the Gleason part of g(m) inJ((ê).

Theorem 2.9. Let m g [ 4,0) "*<*>. Then

*(»(«) n[4,0)-4'(S)) = [r(4),û)^(') n *(*(«))

uní/

g: (*(m) n [4,0)-^', ») - ([/(4), a)^M n *(*(«)), ,)

« uniformly bicontinuous.

Proof. Clearly,

f(»(m) n[4,0)^<á,)) c [/(4), a)^" n *(*(«)).

Conversely, we must show that n g [ 4,0) "■^(S'), g(w) g S7(g(m)) =» « € ^(m).

Suppose n € 10(m). Let e = e"|2M/i|, where A/ = ir(g(m), g(n)). There is an / g

/7*(â>) with 11/11 < \,f(m) = 0 and \f(n)\ > 1 - e. Let

C= (xg [4,0):|/(jc)|<c}    and   D - [x e [4,0): |/(x)| > 1 - e}.

Then m G C--*'*' and ?r(C, D) > logl/e = 2M/8. If ô is chosen as in Corollary

2.7, then tr(g(C),(D)) > 2M. Since g(m) g g(CyM(*> and g (n) G g(£>)-^(,f), this

is a contradiction.

The mapping /£ decreases the 7r-metric. To see this we show that fE decreases the

part metric p. If m, n G Jt(3) then p(fE(m), fE(n)) is equal to the supremum of

|Â(/£(ii))| with h g HX(E), PH < 1, and h(fE(m)) = 0. Since A«/£e r/°°(0),
P°/eII < l,and/t°/£(w) = h(fE(m)) = 0, it must be that

|ä(/e(«))I-I* •/£(«)! </>(»«.»)•

The mapping g is thus uniformly continuous. To see that g is uniformly continuous

in the opposite direction, let g(n0), g(nx) g &(g(m)) n [ /(t), a) "^(^) with

"■(g(«o)' f("i)) < °", where <5 is chosen by Theorem 1 such that tr(g(x), g(y)) < 8

=» tr(x, y) < e. Then there are nets {xx}, {yx} c R with lim xx = g(n0),\im yx =

g(nx) and lim7r(xA, ,yA) = ir(nQ, nx) < 8. Then lim g-1(xA) ~ n0,\im g'\xx) = nx

and

ir(m,n)^ limsup ir(g_l(jcx). «"'(^x)) < «•        D
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If Z(r„/c„) < oo, then

lim       /  -= a < oo
.-to      h x- z

zm[ -1/2.0)

and[ 4,0)--*(S) is homeomorphic to [/(4), a], so [ 4,0) -■*<»> \[ 4,0) consists

of a single point $0 = g_1(a) which is in the same Gleason part as 3 and satisfies

lim      tr{x,%) = 0.
vTO

xe[ -1/2.0)

If L(r„/c„)= oo, Theorem 2.8 says that [4,0) -■*<•>\| 4,0)   is large and

Theorem 2.9 says that the intersection of each Gleason part with [4,0) --#(S) is

large.

Theorem 2.10. Let L(r„/c„) = oo and let & be a Gleason part of J((3) which

intersects[ 4,0) --*<s>\[ 4,0) . Then 'S C\ [ 4,0) ~jr{S>) is the continuous one-to-one

image of the real line R under a mapping T which is uniformly bicontinuous when 'S n

[4,0) '^^ ¡s equipped with the ir-metric.

Proof. Let m g [ 4,0) -M(m n 'S. Let W: S^M(ê) be a Wermer map in the

closure of {z -> z + r: r e R+) in J((êy° with W(0) = g(m). Then (g"1 ° W)\R,

the restriction of g"1 ° H7 to Ä, works.   □

Corollary 2.11. // I(rn/c„) = 00, f/ien each point of[ 4,0) ~"#(S> /j contained in

a nontrivial Gleason part.

3. Interpolating sequences. The interpolating sequences for HX(A) are the se-

quences for which

*({«„}) = inf np(«„,«J>0.

In some cases a similar condition can be given for a sequence which lies close to a

sequence of holes in an infinitely connected domain to be interpolating. We begin

with a useful observation which says that interpolation is local, and then consider

interpolation in the annulus.

Lemma 3.1. Let 3 be a bounded domain. Let Kx,...,Knbe n disjoint compact subsets

of d3. Let S = Sx U • • • U S„ be a discrete subset of 3 with the S, mutually disjoint

and with Si accumulating only at points of K¡. Then S is interpolating for Hx(3 ) if and

only if each S¡ is interpolating for H°°(3).

Proof. Invoke the Badé-Curtis Theorem [6] with the help of the function z.   D

Lemma 3.2. Let 0 < a < b < 1, A * {z e C: a < \z\ < 1}, B - [z e C: £>< |z|
< 1}, and {an} = S a sequence in B. Suppose S is an interpolating sequence for

Hx(A) with norm M, i.e. for each sequence {a „} with\a„\ < 1, there is an f g HX(A)

with 11/11 ^ Mandf(a„) = a„. Then S is interpolating for Hx(A)and8(S) > b"/4M,

where n is such that

,    v 2traM(a\"      1
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Proof. Choose n such that (**) holds. Let \ak\ < 1. Choose /, g HX(A) with

\\fx\\A < M/b" and fx(ak) = ak/a¡. Let gx(z) = z7,(z) and write

= g1<1>(¿)-g{2>(z).

In 5,

.  (2w   v.     2maMia\n      1

Hence

llginllA < A//ft" + 1/10 < 2M/b"   and   \ak - g|»K)| = |g¡2)(«A)| < 1/10.

Repeating this process, starting with a function f2 g Hx(A), with ||/2||,< < M/(\0b")

and f2(ak) = (ak - g[l)(ak))/a"k, we obtain a function g(2l)(z) with

llA < 2JI#/(10&")    and   \{ak - g[l)(ak)) - g2l)(ak)\ < 1/102.

After m repetitions, we have g^11 e /7°°(A) with \\g^\\^ ^ 2M/(\0m'1b") and

\{ak - gn*>)-g2l)M-sSíliM)-g^(ak)\ < 1/10"'.

Thus Zmg^] = h G HX(A), h(ak) = ak, and ||/i|| < 4M/bn, and hence fi(S) >

1/||A|| - b"/4M.    D
Lemma 3.2 gives the following necessary condition for interpolation near a

sequence of holes in a domain.

Lemma 3.3. Let 3 = <?\UA„, ê an arbitrary domain, with A„ closed disks with

radius rn and centers cn contained in <f>. Suppose R > 1 is such that the sets S(ctl, Rrn)

are mutually disjoint and S{cn, Rrn) c $, and let S c US(c„, Rr„) be an interpolating

sequence for Hx(3). Let T„(z) = rj(z - c„). Then inf 8(Tn(S n S(cn, Rrn))) > 0.

Proof. The sequence Tn(S n (S(cn, Rrn))) is contained in {z g C: \/R < \z\ <

1), and it is an interpolation sequence for Hx{z G C: e/R < \z\ < 1} for some

0 < e < 1, e independent of n. Apply Lemma 3.2.    D

With more restrictions on the sequence of holes {A„}, it is possible to show that

the condition of Lemma 3.3 is sufficient to guarantee that a sequence interpolates
Hx(3).

Theorem 3.4. Let 3 = <f\UAn with A„ = S(cn, /-„). Suppose there are mutually

disjoint disks Dn = S(cn, R„) with R„ > rn, Dn c <f, and Z(r„/R„)p < 00, some

p 3ï 1. Let 1 < R < Rn for all n, let S be a sequence in 3 which is contained in

US(c„, Rrn), and let T„ = rj(z - c„). Then S is interpolating for Hx(3) if and only

ifinîÔ(Tn(SnDn))>0.

Proof. Let 8 = inf 8(T„(S n Dn)) > 0. Let e > 0 be such that if {ß,,} c A with

inf(j8„)î* \/R,8({ß„})> 8, and\an\ < e, then there is an / g Hx(A) with/(0) = 0,

11/11 «s 1, and f(ß„) = a„. Let M be such that Zx1(rn/Rs)p < e/10. We will show

that 5 n \JxfS(cn, Rrn) is interpolating. Theorem 3.4 then follows from Lemma 3.1.
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Let   \ak\<ep.   Pick //"> g Hx(A)   such   that   ||/1(">|| < 1,  //"»(O) = 0,   and

tt"\Tn(ak)) = aV for all aA G S n S(cn, Rrn). Then

Ufin)°Tn)P=fx *HX(3)
M

and

l/iK)-**)l E (fr(Tm(«k))y
m*n
m> M

51t)**-
Let a'1' = aA -/,(aA) and/^'^a,)) = K1,)1/'' with/,"1» g //"(A),/2(->(0) -

0, and ||/2(n)|| < 1/10. Then

T.{fr*T„)p=f2eH~(9)
M

and

|a*-(/i(«*)+/2(«*))l = E   (/TÍU«*)))'
mTsM

wiÇl* 102

Inductively define functions f„^Hx(3) with ||/„|| < 1/10"~ 1||yi|| and |aA.-

(/i(«/<) + • • • + /„(«*))! < e/10". The function/= E/„ G //°°(â>) interpolates the

values {an} at {an},/(aj = a„.   D

We will now consider L-domains (^\{0})\UA„ with cn + l/c„ < c < 1 and

T.(rn/cn)p < oo, some /» ^ 1. The following technical lemma lists some useful

properties of such L-domains.

Lemma 3.5. Let 3 = (A\ {0})\UA„ with cn+x/cn < c < 1 and Z(rjc„)p < oo.

Then there are D„ = S(c„, Rn) such that:

(1) The Dn are mutually disjoint.

(2)Z(rn/RnY < oo.

Given e > 0 there is an R > 1 and a 8 > 0 smc/i //ia/

(3) For cn < 8, Rrn < Rn and the tr-diameter of Dn \ S(cn, Rrn) is less than e.

(4) If\z\ ^8andz€ US(c„, Rrn), then tt(-\z\, z) < e.

Proof. The constant Rn = cn/2(\ - c) works for (1) and (2). Let M be a real

number such that y, = {z g C: |z| = c„/M) and y2 = {z g C: |z| = Mc„) are

contained in 3. For cJM < \z\ < Mc„, z g 3 and /g Hx(3), Cauchy's theorem

gives

A,_   £ — Z I Ja/i
:^<cm<Mc„    -£

If Af is sufficiently large, then the first and last integral will each have variation less

than e||/||/3 on {z g C: c„/2 < |z| < 2c„}. Now with M fixed, the sum contains at
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most (21og A/)/log(l/c) terms, each of which has variation less than 2||/||/Ä on

C\US(c„„ Rr„). If R is chosen such that (4log M)/R\o%(\/c) < e/3 and <5 > 0 is

chosen to guarantee that the disks S(cn, Rrn) are mutually disjoint for |c„| < 8, then

R and 8 work in (3) and (4).   D

Combining Theorem 3.4 with the results of §2, we can characterize the interpolat-

ing sequences for the class of L-domains we are considering.

Theorem 3.6. Let 3= A\ {0} \UAn wií/i sup(cn+1/c„) < 1 andL(r„/c„)p < oo,

some p > 1. Let R > 1 be such that the sets A0 = {z g C: \/R < |z| < 1} and

S(c„, Rrn), n = 1,2.  are mutually disjoint. Let T„(z) =* rn/(z — c„).  Then a

subset S c 3 interpolates Hx(3) if and only if it is m-separated and

8(S n A0) A infô(Tn(5 n S(c„, Rr„))) > 0.
n

Proof. An Hx(3) interpolating sequence is certainly w-separated. This and

Lemma 3.3. prove sufficiency in Theorem 3.6.

Let S c 3 be a set with

inf{ir(z,w): z,w e S, z # w} > e' > 0

and

8(S n A0) A infô(Tn(S n S(cn, Rrn))) > 0.
n

Choose R and 8 by Lemma 3.5, using the value e'/M for e. Let 5, = S n

(\Jc^sS(cn, Rrn)U {z: \z\ > <5})andS2 = S\SV By Theorem 3.4, S, is an Hx(3)

interpolating sequence. Let S3 = {-|z|: z G S2}. If z, w g S2, then

ff(-|z|,-M) > tr(z,w) -[tt(-|z|, z) + ir(-\w\,w)] > e' - 2e'/M > e'/2,

where z # w and M is chosen greater than 4. Let/(z) = jEdx/(x - z). By Corollary

2.6,/(53) is interpolating for Hx(ê), efthe horizontal strip of §2. Let

Tj = inf{w(/(z),/(w)): z, w g 53, z * w).

Now tt(/(-|z|), f(z)) < 7t(-|z|, z) <s e'/M. If e'/M < i)/3, then f(S2) has exactly

one point in the disk of w-radius e'/M about each point of /(S3). If e'/M is

sufficiently small, i.e. M is large, it follows from Lemma 4.2 of [7] that f(S2)

interpolates for HX(S) and, hence, 52 interpolates for Hx(3).

Let h(z) = Ur„/(z - cn))p - Z(rn/c„)p g Hx(3). Then

jim \Hz)\ >(j)"   and    lim \h(z)\ < (i)'.

re 5, :eS,

We have shown that 5, and 52 separately interpolate for Hx(3). Hence, 5f4'(Ä)

and S2"*{S> are each a hull in J((3) and, thus, so is SXU S2 ( . To show that

S = Sx V S2 interpolates for Hx(3), it now suffices, by the Badé-Curtis Theorem,

to show that if T c S, then T~^iS>) n (S\ T)-^<S) = 0.

Suppose not. Let m g r--*(») n (S\ 7)-',!'(S). Clearly ¿(m) = 0. If |Â(m)| >

(\/R)p, then m g (S, n 7y^<S) n (S, \ r)-^(S), and if \h(m)\ < (\/R)p, then

m g (S2 n T)-M{3l) n (52\ T)-'*'(S), both of which are impossible. Suppose |Â(m)|

= (l//?)7'. Let 54 = {z g S: \Rrn <\z - c„\ < 2Rr, some n > 1}. Then S4 is

interpolating, but w g (54 n T)'Jtm n (54 \ TyM(Si\ a contradiction.   D
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S. Fisher has pointed out that if 0 is not a regular point for the Dirichlet problem

on 3, then a sequence {«„} converging to 0 on the negative axis can be constructed

which is an interpolating sequence for the bounded harmonic functions on 3, but is

not interpolating for Hx(3) (see [5, p. 191]).

THEOREM 3.7. Let 3= (A\ {0})\UA„ with sup(cn+x/cn) < 1 and L(rn/c„)p <

oo, some p > 1. The sequences in 3 which interpolate for bounded harmonic functions

on 3 are precisely the sequences in 3 which interpolate for Hx(3) if and only if

E(logc„/logr„)= oo.

Proof. By Theorem 111.62 of [8], 0 is a regular point for the Dirichlet problem on

3 if and only if Y.n/\og(l/yn) = oo, where yn is the logarithmic capacity of {z g C:

a"+1 < |z| < À"} \3. For an appropriate choice of X, and n large, this annulus will

contain at most one ck. Then yn = y(S(ck, rk)) = rk and a" + 1 ̂  ck ^ X", so

nlog(l/A) < logcA. < (n + l)log(l/X).

Thus Ln/log(l/Yn) = oo if and only if L\log c„/logrn) = oo. The observation of

Fisher now gives the necessity in Theorem 3.7. If 0 is a regular point for the

Dirichlet problem then every bounded harmonic function has a limit as r goes to 0

along the negative axis. It follows that if S interpolates bounded harmonic func-

tions in 3, then S n S(0, 8) c U{S(c„, Rr„): \cn\ < 8} for some 8 > 0, since it is

easily seen that any bounded harmonic function has small variation on

5(0, ó-)\US(c„, Rrn). But now each Tn(S(c„, Rrn) n 5), Tn(z) = rn/(z - cn), inter-

polates values in {0,1} by a function harmonic on {z g C: \/R„ < \z\ < 1} and

bounded by a constant M. For large R„, the harmonic extension to A of the

boundary values of these functions on 3A interpolate values which are less than 1/10

on a given subset of Tn(S(cn, Rrn) n 5) and greater than 9/10 on the complement

of this subset. We want to show that inf 8(T„(S(cn, Rrn)D S))> 0. Garnett showed

in [5] that 8(Tn(S(c„, Rr„) n 5)) > 0 if and only if there is a constant A„ such that

p-(X) < An ■ 17 where X = [re'e G A: r > 1 - 7;, \6 — 60\ < 77} and ju is the measure

with mass 1 - |z|2 at each point z g Tn(S(c„, Rrn) n S). It suffices to show that

inf An > 0. In the proof of the theorem in [5], Garnett actually proves that the

constant A depends only on the M in his Lemma 1. He uses the functions of his

Lemma 1, Part 2, only in the proof of his Lemma 3 and he does not use the full

properties of these functions. In fact, harmonic functions taking values less than

1/10 on a given subset of the sequence and values greater than 9/10 on the

complement of this subset, and bounded by M, will do just fine. This means that An

depend only on M and we are done. D

The proof of Theorem 3.7 also shows that the following result is true.

Theorem 3.8. Let 3= (A\ {0})\UA„ with sup(c„ + 1/c„) < 1 and Y.(rn/cn)p <

00, some p > 1. A sequence S c 3 interpolates for Hx(3) if and only if it interpolates

for the bounded harmonic functions on 3 and is it-separated.

4. Tangential homomorphisms. Let 3 = <f\UA„ be such that there are mutually

disjoint disks Dn contained in S with center Dn = c„ = center A„ and

E(rad A„/rad Dn)p < 00 for some/? > 1.
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Let ^= Dv/îU^5(c„, RrnYí{3) where R > 1 and r„ = rad A„. The homomor-

phisms in ̂ "are in the fiber at O and they are " tangential", that is, are approached by

nets in 3 which lie close to UA„. We will show that each nontrivial Gleason part in &~

is an analytic disk and that a point in ST lies in a nontrivial Gleason part if and only

if it is contained in the closure of an interpolating sequence. To do this we will show

that the factorization theorems used by Hoffman in [7] generalize to this setting.

We begin with the following simple technical lemma which can be used to

construct analytic functions on 3 = #\Ui„. Let Tn(z) = rn/(z - c„).

Lemma 4.1. Let M, e > 0 be given. Then there is an N such that the following

properties hold. Iff„ g HX(A) with ||/„|| < M, n - 1,2.then:
(a)Zx.(zpfn)°T„^Hx(3);

(b)\£,x(zpfn)°Tn\\^M + e;

(c) |L^(z'/„)° TJ < e onC\U^Dn; and

(d) %x(z" o /Jo 7; - z"fk o Tk\ < e on Dk, k > N.

Proof. The lemma is an immediate consequence of the inequality \zpf„ °Tn\ <

M(rad A„/rad D„)p on C \ D„.   D

The next lemma, which is also elementary, says that the metric it is easily

described locally near 3~.

Lemma 4.2. Let Tn'i(xp0) be the metric on S(cn, Rrn) obtained by lifting xp0 along

T„~l. Given R and r < 1 there is an N such that for n > /V, rit < T~l(xp0) ¿S, it on

S(c„, Rrn).

Proof. Since Tn g Hx(3), it must be that T„-\i>0) *k it. For \/R < \z\ < 1 and r

so large that R < R„,

2ffi'3â       i-z 2iri Jl:l=l/Rii       |-r

where/G Hx(3) and ||/|| =$ 1. There is a constant k = k(R) such that |z - w\ <

kir(z, w) for \/R < |z|, \w\ < 1. Schwarz's lemma on {z g C: |z| > \/R„) shows

that the second integral in the above expression differs by less than (k/Rn)it(z, w)

when evaluated at z and w. Hence the Carathéodory metric of Tn(3) is less than

(1 + k/Rn)xp0on{z g C: \/R <\z\< 1}.   D

Fix R > 1 such that the S(cn, Rrn) are mutually disjoint and let 5 be a sequence

in (JS(c„, Rrn). Write 5(5) = inf 8(T„(S n 5(c„, Rrn))), so that 6(5) > 0 if and

only if 5 is an interpolating sequence for Hx(3). By Theorem 3.2 of Hoffman [7],

each sequence 5 in A with 5(5) > 0 can be factored, 5 = 5, U 52, such that

5(5,) 3* 5(5)1/2, i = 1,2. Factoring each Tn(S n 5(c„, Rrn)) gives the following

result.

Lemma 4.3. Let S c U5(c„, Rrn) with 5(5) > 0. Then there are disjoint 5,, 52 such

that S = 5, U 52 and8(S,) > 5(5)1/2, / = 1,2.

Let 5 be a sequence in U5(c„, Rrn). If Tn(S n A(c„, Rrn)) is a Blaschke sequence,

we may form the Blaschke product A„ with zeros at the points of Tn(S n A(c„, Rrn)).
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By Lemma 1, the function ßv = Lx(zpAn)°Tn is in Hx(3) and satisfies \\tiN\\ < 1

+ e and |ßv(z)l < e for z g 5, if A' is sufficiently large.

The following lemma states a well-known property of interpolating Blaschke

products. It is essentially Lemma 4.2 of Hoffman [7].

Lemma 4.4. Let M, e be given. Then there is a 8 < 1 such that if A is a Blaschke

product with 8(A) ^ 5 and a G A with A(a) = 0, then there is a c with \c\ = 1 such

that

Az)-^ -äz   <E   mS*o(a'M)

and

\A\>l-e   onA\SjA-l(0),M),

where S^o(z, R) = {w: xp0(w, z) < R) andxp0 is the Poincaré metric on the open unit

disc A.

Combining Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4, we obtain a lemma for the functions SiN

which is similar to Lemma 4.4.

Lemma 4.5. Let e > 0, M be given. There are R, N, and 8 such that if S a

U^5(c„, Rrn) and w g 5, then there is a c with \c\ = 1,

(1)

and

M^)-cr„-
(w- c„)(z - c„) - r,

< e   on 5„(w, M),

(2) |Ow|>l-e    on\JS(cn,Rr„)\S„(S,M),
N

whereS„(w, M)= {z:ir(z,w)< M} and5„(5, M) = D{Sir(w, M):w g 5}.

Proof. Let La(z) = (a - z)(l - 5z). The Blaschke product An vanishes at Tn(w),

so by Lemma 4.4 there is a c with |c| = 1, \A„(T„(z)) - cLT{v)(T„(z))\ < e/10 on

5„(w, M), and |,4„(7;(z))| > 1 - e/10 on 5(c„, Rr„)\Sv(S, M), where n,8 are

sufficiently large. Choosing jR close to 1 forces zp to be close to a constant of

modulus 1 on S„(w, M). Using Lemma 4.1(d), and noticing that

^t,Aw)(T„{z)) = r„
(w- cn)(z - c„) - r-

we are done.   D

Hoffman shows that analytic disks occur in^(A) using the following scheme: If

5 is an interpolating sequence in A, m g 5"-*(A), and {zA} is a net in 5 which

converges to m, let Lx(z) = (zx - z)/(± -zxz). Consider {LA} to be a net in

^(A)á equipped with the compact open topology. Then {LA} converges to an

injective analytic mapping of A into^( A) which covers m.

A similar scheme works for F.
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Theorem 4.6. Let m g 5", 5 c \Jx;S(cn, Rrn)an interpolating sequence, and {zx} a

net in S with lim zx = m. For zx g 5(c„, Rr„), let

j, ,   v      [cn(zx - O + rn2]z - rnzx

^aU) = —T7=f-ï-•
[Ux~ cj - rn\z - r„

Then

(1) each compact subset of A is eventually contained in Fxl(3);

(2) for each f G Hx(3), f ° Fx converges uniformly on compact subsets of A to an

analytic function defined on A; and

(3) the mapping Fm of A into J((3), defined by Fm(z)(f) = limA / ° Fx(z), is an

infective analytic mapping into Jf (3) satisfying Fm(0) = m.

Proof. (1) The function Fx maps A conformally on Sf\S(cn, rn), where y is the

Riemann sphere, and takes 0 into zA. Since Fx'l(cc) -* -1, (1) is immediate.

(2) Using Pick's theorem and compactness, it suffices to prove that f°Fx

converges at each point of A. For z0 g A, c g C, and e > 0, let 5' = {zA g 5:

Fx(z0) G 3 and \f(Fx(zQ)) — c\ < e}. Since 5 is interpolating, either zA is eventually

in 5' or zA is eventually in 5\5', i.e. either eventually \f ° Fx(z0) - c\ < e or

eventually \f ° Fx(z0) - c\ > e.

(3) That Fm is analytic means/° Fm = limA / ° Fx is analytic for each/ g Hx(3).

Also

Fm(0)(f) = lim/o Fx(0) = lim/(zA) = m(f).
A A

It remains to show that Fm is injective. By Lemma 4.5(1), if r < 1 and e > 0 are

given, there is an N such that |S2N ° Fx(z) - cxz\ < e for |z| < r and some cx g C

with |cA| = 1. Choosing a subnet such that limcA = c, then |ßv ° Fm(z) - cz\ < e for

|z| < r, where |c| = 1. Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we are done.   D

Theorem 4.7. Let m g ST be contained in the closure of an interpolating sequence in

3. Then S(m) is an analytic disk.

Proof. By Theorem 4.6, Fm(A) is an analytic disk containing m. That^n S(m)

= Fm(A) follows immediately from Lemma 4.5(2) in exactly the same way that the

corresponding result in the disk follows from Lemma 4.2 of [7]. We will prove a

corona theorem (Theorem 4.11) later which will guarantee that S(m) c y.   □

Let X g d3. For An a sequence of Blaschke products, define

n*.K = t(zpAn)'>Tn-t(zpAn)°Tn(X).

The following lemma states some elementary properties of ñ;V x on J(x(3) n ¡F.

Lemma 4.8. (1) ßw A = flv A on$~C\ J(x(3), all M, N.

(2) If each A„ = À^A™ and W¿\ corresponds to {A^ }, then |fiv A| = |0}J>A| |ß'v2)A|

onJT\J(x(3).

(3) //5 c U^5(cn, Rrn) is interpolating and ßv A is the corresponding function, then

form £/ni'i(â),âw(»i) = 0 if and only if m G S'^^K
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Proof. (1) and (2) are elementary consequences of Lemma 4.1. From Lemma 4.5

it is evident that if 5 is interpolating, then ß^, A is bounded away from 0 on

\JxS(cn, Rrn)\S„(S, M), where M > 0 is given and then N is chosen sufficiently

large. Hence if m g yn J(x(3) and m is contained in the closure

\JS(c„,Rr„)\Sv(S,M),
,v

then ÛN „(m) # 0. Thus ÙN „(m) = 0 implies that m is in the closure of 5^(5, M)

for all M > 0. If M is chosen so small that it(z, w) < M implies |/(z) - f(w)\ < e/2

for all /G Hx(3\ \\f\\ ^ 1, then the neighborhood of m defined by {n: \f(n) -

f(m)\ < e/2,11/11 < 1, /' = 1.k} contains a point of 5_(5, M) implies that the

neighborhood of m defined by {n: \f(n) - f(m)\ < e, i = l,...,k} contains a point

of 5. Thus ßv A(m) = 0 implies that m is contained in the closure of 5 in J((3).

The opposite implication follows from Lemma 4.1.

With these properties of the ß^ A in hand, we can now generalize a crucial theorem

of Hoffman [7, Theorem 5.2] to our context.

Theorem 4.9. Let S c UxS(c„, Rrn) be such that each Tn(S n S(c„, Rrn)) is a

Blaschke sequence, and let SlNX be the corresponding function. Let m g íFC\J(x(3)

with ßv A(m) = 0. Then either m is in the closure of an interpolating subsequence of 5,

or S can be factored, S = 5, U 52, 5, n 52 = 0, such that the corresponding func-

tions Q$\ andQffx satisfy Q$]x(m) = Q%]y(ni) = 0.

Proof. Let M 3s 0. Apply Theorem 5.2 of [7] to the Blaschke product A„ of

T„(5 n 5(c„, Rrn)) to get An = A^A[2), which satisfy a\A^h < \Al?\ < a~l\A^\h,

for positive constants a and b not depending on n, on

A\SjTn(SnS(cn,Rrn)),M).

Form the corresponding functions ß^'A and Q$x. Clearly if m G 9~C\J(X(3) is in

the closure of U"5(c„, Rr„)\S„(S, M), then

a\Ô^){/\\A^Sjn)\ < £|OJSftï)|*.

Hence   if   ßv A(w) = 0,   considering   Lemma   4.8(2),   we   have   ß^^w) =

Q&(m)-0.
Suppose m g J'n J(x(3) is in the closure of 5„(5, M) for every M > 0. Factor

the Blaschke product A„ of Tn(S n 5(c„, Rr„)) into A„ = A^A™ by Theorem 3.2

of [7] and form the_functions Q%\ and ß£>A. If ^\(m) # 0, let T= {z g 5:

|ßv'A(z)| > i|0j)>x(/w)|}. For M sufficiently small, |ß(v"A| < $p<¿\(m)joii

S,(S\T,M),

so m is in the closure of 5^(T, M) for all sufficiently small M. Let A^] be the

Blaschke product of Tn(T n S(c„, Rr„)). We may assume \A^(a)\ > (\Q$\(m)\

for a g Tn(T n 5(c„, Rr„)), and hence also A™(a) = 0 for these as. By Theorem

3.2 of [7],

(l - H2)M<3"(«)| > (1 - H2)M';,2,(«)I > Mtl,(«)l > i|ûj&(^)|.
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It follows that T is an interpolating sequence. Since m is in the closure of S^(T, M)

for all sufficiently small M, it must be that ß$>A(m) = 0, and hence, by Lemma

4.8(3), m is in the closure T.   D

Lemma 4.10. Let f g Hx(3) with ||/|| < 1. Then there is a function g g Hx(3)

with \\g\\ < 1 + e and a function QNX G Hx(3) such that |/| = |(g2ß,v A)| on STC\

Mx(3).

Proof. Let

1    r f'T„-l(t)di

2tTl A»'8A S - 2

Let hn = g2/l„, where g„ is never zero and An is a Blaschke product. Let

g=t(z"gn)°Tn-   tzPgn°UX)
N N

and

a,v.A=Ê(^J°7;-Ë(^J°7;(A).
N AT

Just as in Lemma 4.8(2), elementary calculations with Lemma 4.1 show that |/| =

|( g2ß/v,A)| onyn^A(^).    D

For X G d3, let /A = {/g H°°(3): given e > 0 there are R and 5 > 0 such that

|/(z)| < e on S(X, 5')\U|Cii|<5.5(cn, Rrn) for all 5' < 5}. It is easy to see that /A is

equal to the seemingly less restrictive set {/g Hx(3): lim._A/(z) = 0, where z

goes to X through the set cf\Ui>„ ). Using the ideal /A, we can state a little corona

theorem for $-<f\UA„.

Theorem 4.11. Let m g J(x(3). If m is not in the closure of 3 in J((3), then Ix is

contained in the kernel of m, lx c Kei(m).

Proof. Let h g 7a. Suppose m g Hx(3) is not in the closure of 3. Then there

are /,,...,/„ G Hx(3) and e > 0 such that Z\\ft\ > e on 3 and m(f) = 0, í =

l,...,n. Let Tk(z) = rk/(z - ck), let

^(Z}     2iTiL       i-i       '

and let

¿HI J?,

h»°T¡-\í)dí

Elementary estimates show that (1)/ A, hk g Hx(A) are uniformly bounded, (2) for

large k, E,|/ A| ̂  e/2 on A, and (3) for large k, \hk(z)\ < 2\\h\\(rk/Rk)p on |z| ^

rk/Rk. Using (1), (2), and the corona theorem for A, we can choose g, A g //°°(A)

uniformly bounded with L,/ kg, k = 1, k = 1,2.Let

g,-L(hkg,.k)"Tk-j:(hkg,.k)(Tk(X))
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and k = E/,g,. By (1) and (3), the series for g, converges and defines an element of

HX(A). Now \hp - A:| -» 0 as z -> X and m(k) = Lm(f)m(gi) = 0. This implies

m(h)p = m(hp) = m(k) = 0 and, hence, m(h) - 0.   D

When p = 1, the conclusion of Theorem 4.11 can easily be improved. The

following corollary is a theorem of [4].

Corollary 4.12. Let 3 = <f\UA„ where there are pairwise disjoint disks Dn

contained in S with center A„ = center D„ and L(rad A„/rad £>„) < oo. // the corona

theorem holds for S then the corona theorem holds for 3, i.e. if Sis dense inJ((ê), then

3is dense in Jt(3).

Proof. Taking the sum of the Cauchy integrals around the A„ shows that Hx(3)\

J(x(3) is the direct sum of Hx(ê)\J(x(3) and Ix\Jtx(3). If m (=Jt(3) is not in

the closure of 3, then it vanishes on 7A by Theorem 4.11. Hence m is completely

determined by its restriction mQ to HX(S), m0 = m\ Hx(ef). There is a net {zA} in

S which converges to m0. We may assume lim„(rad D„/d(c„, def )) = 0 and so may

choose {zA} such that zA g ef\U£>„. In this case limA/(zA) = 0 for all/g 7a and

{zA} converges to m in Jt( 3 ), a contradiction.   D

When 3 = (A\ {0})\UA„, where the A„ have centers on the positive real axis

which accumulate at 0 and T,(rn/cn)p < oo withp > 2, the corona theorem has been

proved by J. Garnett (unpublished) using methods due to Hormänder. We remark

that Theorem 4.10 in this case reduces the corona problem to the following question:

If 4>(/) = limrî0/(r) whenever this limit exists, must 4> be contained in the closure

of the negative axis in Jt(3)1

We are finally ready for the big theorem.

Theorem 4.13. Each nontrivial Gleason part in ¡Fis an analytic disk. A point in 3~

lies in a nontrivial Gleason part if and only if it is contained in the closure of an

interpolating sequence.

Proof. The function L^(zp °T„)- l^z" » T„(X) has modulus 1 on yn J(x(3),

has modulus less than 1 on Jt X(3)\!F(this is certainly true for points in the closure

of 3 and, by Theorem 4.11, any homomorphisms in Jtx(3) not in the closure of 3

contain this function in their kernel), and can be chosen to have norm less than

1 + e and to be less than e in modulus outside of a given neighborhood of X. It

follows that the Gleason part of a point in !FC\ Jt\(3) is entirely contained in

9T\J(X(3).

If m, n G 3T\J(X(3), with n * m, then there is an / g Hx(3), with ||/|| < 1,

f(m) = 0 and/(n) =** 0. If m is not in the closure of an interpolating sequence, then

by Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 4.10, we may find g, h g Hx(3) such that ||g||,

\\h\\ « 1 + e, g(m) = h(m) = 0 and |g(«)| \h(n)\ = \f(n)\. If the function /satisfies

|/(n)| > p(m, n)2 = sap{\k{n)\: k g Hx(3), \\k\\ < 1, k(m) = 0}2,

then if, say, \g(n)\ > |Â(n)|, then

TTtIH1'   1^) = °  and  IlihH^TTT^)-
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If e is sufficiently small, this last term is greater than p(m, n), which is impossible.

Hencep(m, n)2 is not less thanp(m, n), i.e. p(m, n) = 1 and {m} is a point part.

The remainder of the theorem is contained in Theorem 4.10. D

Note that Theorem 4.11 is weaker than the corresponding theorem in Hoffman

[7]. Hoffman proves that in the disk, if a maximal ideal is not contained in the

closure of an interpolating sequence, then it is equal to its own square (in the

strongest sense possible). Since our factorization is only good for the modulus on

fFC\ Jtx(3), we obtain no information on this stronger assertion.

In the unit disk every bounded harmonic function has a continuous extension to

Jt(A). A similar result holds for y

Theorem 4.14. Every bounded harmonic function defined on 3 has a continuous

extension to3u 3~.

Proof. Let h be a bounded real valued harmonic function defined on 3. Let h „be

the harmonic extension to A of the boundary value of h ° Tn~l on 3A. Let g„ be a

harmonic conjugate of hn. Let À6 3S and let

/-E(:V.+"-)-r„ - £(*v.+'«.)(rB(*)).

Then given e > 0 there is a 5 > 0 and an M such that for any 5' < 8,\h - log|/| | < e

for all z satisfying \z - X\ < 8' and z g 3\lJ{S(c„, Rrn): \c„ - X\ < 8'}. The

function log|/| thus provides a continuous extension of h to Jtx(3) C\ST. Since

¿Z(zpehn+'s'i)(T„(X)) varies continuously with X on d3, this extension is actually

continuous on 3 U y   D

5. Nontangential Gleason parts. In the open unit disk, associated with radial

approach to the boundary is the concept of nontangential approach to the boundary.

The sequence a„ approaches 1 nontangentially if lim a„ = 1 and

sup„inf.e,01) xpQ(z, an) < oo. We will say that a sequence in 3 = (A\ {0})\UA„

approaches 0 7r-nontangentially if lima„ = 0 and sup„inf.e|_1/20) it(z, an) < oo. A

homomorphism in Jt0(3) is said to be a nontangential homomorphism if it is

contained in the closure of a sequence in 3 which converges to 0 w-nontangentially.

A homomorphism in Jt0(3) which is not nontangential is tangential.

In the remainder of this section 3 will always be an L-domain satisfying

sup(c„+1An) < 1 and JL(rn/cn)p < oo, some integer p > 1. For such domains a

sequence {a„} converges 7¡--nontangentially to 0 if and only if it converges to 0 and

{a„} c 3\\JS(c„, Rr„) for some R > 1 (cf. Lemma 3.5). Let T„(z) = r„/(z - cn)

and U„(z) = cn + rjz. Let w g ß\N, nx -» w, and -c„A converge to m g

[ 4,0) -*<*> for [0,1).

Theorem 5.1. 1. For each /g Hx(3), f°U„ converges uniformly on compact

subsets of A \ {0} to an analytic function defined on A \ {0}.

Let Uu be the resulting mapping of A\ {0} into Jt(3) defined by Uu(z)(f) =

hm/°L/,x(z).

2. Uu is an injective analytic mapping of A\{0} into the set of nontangential

homomorphisms in Jt0(3).
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3. Uu(à \ {0}) n Ua. (A \ {0}) =0i/»* «'.
4. 77ie set of nontangential homomorphisms in Jt0(3) is equal to the disjoint union

o/[4,0)-^w\[4,0) and U{i/JA\{0}):toG/JA\A}.
5. If -c„ converges to m G [ 4,0) ~-*(S), where nx -* to, then lim._0/°i/u(z) =

f(m)forallf^Hx(3).

Proof. 1. U~xl(3) eventually contains each compact subset of A\ {0} and it is

automatic that f °U„i[z) converges for each z G A\ {0} and /g Hx(3). Pick's

theorem implies that/ ° U„x converges uniformly on a neighborhood of each point in

A\ {0} and hence uniformly on compact subsets of A\ {0}. The limit function is

automatically analytic and defined on A \ {0}.

2. Let

Then / °UU = zp and g ° Uu = z/,+ ', so Uu is injective. It is analytic by (1). Elemen-

tary estimates on the Cauchy integral show that if a„ -* 0, R > 1, and {an} c

^\UA(c„, Rrn), then lim sup ir([ 4,0) , a„) « log(Ä + \/R - 1) (cf. Lemma 3.5),

so í/u( A \ {0}) contains only nontangential homomorphisms.

3. If w * to', then there is a set 5 c N with u g 5~ßN, to' <£ S~ßN. Let

A-E^)'-£(£)'.
BES1 «' neS1       n'

Then/S » í/u = zp and/s • l/u. = 0.

4. The function/of (1) satisfies/= 0 on [ 4,0) -*<*>\[ 4,0), 0 < |/| < 1 on

U{t7u(A\ {0}): u G ßN\N), and |/| < 1 on the set of nontangential homomor-

phisms at 0.

5. As in (2), lim sup 7r(-c„, c„ + Rrn) ^ log(R + \/R - 1), so tt(m,Uu(\/R))^

\og(R + \/R - 1).

Corollary 5.2. Every nontangential homomorphism in Jt0(3) is contained in an

analytic disk.

We can describe the nontangential Gleason parts in greater detail. In the follow-

ing theorem we will assume the corona theorem holds (as Garnett has proved).

Alternately, we may take "Gleason part" to mean that portion of the Gleason part

which lies in the closure of 3.

Define a mapping ♦: N -* 3 by ^(n) = -c„. Let 4h ßN -^Jf(3) be the

continuous extension of 9 to ßN. Let g(z) = fE dx/(x - z) for z g [ 4,0) and let

g: [ 4,0) ^(®» -♦ <f as in §2. Let W: ê -» Jt(ê) be a Wermer map in the closure of

the mappings z -> z + a, a g /?+. The function g °(W\R) is an injective continuous

mapping of R onto the intersection of 9(W(0)) with [4,0) -#,*) (Theorem 2.9).

Theorem 5.3. /« /Ae i/wce R U ^''(g^iWW) x A) /t/e/i/./v ear/? sei

^_1(g l(rV(r)) X {0}) U {/•} to the point r to form a space x- The Gleason part

containing g'l(W(0)) is a continuous bijective image ofx under a mapping under which
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each Gelfand transform f', f g Hx(3) goes into a function which is "analytic" on each

set of the form {to} X A, to g ßN.

Proof. Define a mapping $ from R U {V~\g~1(W(R)) X A)} into Jt(3) as

follows: Let r <= R, w G ^'\g'1(W(r))), and z G A. Let 3>(r) =

g-l(W(r)),Q(u,z)) = UJz) if z * 0, and 4»(to,0) = g-\W(r)). Let/G Hx(3)

and £ > 0. If/(<!>( to, z)) = a, some z == 0, then by Pick's theorem and the definition

of Uu, A-ßN x S(z, 8) c f-1(S(a, e» for some 5 > 0, and to g A~ßN. The mapping

$ is thus continuous on ^H^W) x (A\ {0}). By the definition of the metric it,

*~l{g~l(W{r - e/8, r + e/8))) X 5(0, e/2) c f-l(S(a, e))

if ||/||^1 and f(<i?(u,0)) = a. Hence $ is continuous on each point of

ty-l(g-i(W(R))) X {0}. That $ is continuous on R is Theorem 2.9. Now $ is

constant on each set V~l(g~1(rV(r)) X {0}) U {/■}, and if we identify these sets to

points, the resulting mapping $ is continuous and bijective.

Gathering together results we have already proved, we may state the following

characterization of nontrivial Gleason parts for the domains we are studying.

Theorem 5.4. Let 3 = (A\ {0})\UA„ with sup(cn + x/c„) < 1 and L(r„/c„)p <

oo, p > 1. If p 3s 2, the following are equivalent (m G Jt(3)).

(a) The Gleason part containing m is nontrivial.

(b) m is contained in the closure of an interpolating sequence.

(c) m is contained in an analytic set.

(d) A neighborhood basis at m is given by the sets Sn(S, e)~'/"{3') where e > 0 and S

varies over all subsets of 3 satisfying m g S~""iS).

(e) If A and B are it-separated from each other, then m <£ A~M{3l) n B~-^{S).

(f) The following is false: If A C 3 with sup.eS ir(z. A) < oo, then m G A'"*19*.

If p = 1, conditions (a)-(f) are equivalent except at the distinguished homomorphism

and:

(g) 77ie distinguished homomorphism is not contained in an interpolating sequence.

(h) The distinguished homomorphism is contained in an analytic set.

(i) A neighborhood basis for the distinguished homomorphism is given by

ST(zn, \/n)'Jr{Sl) for some sequence {zn} c 3 with lim z„ = 0.

Proof. We have already seen the equivalence of (a), (b), and (c). If 5 c 3 is

interpolating and m g S~-*{Si\ it is a consequence of Lemma 4.5 that {S(T, e)'J(íS):

T c 5, m G T~Jf{3l), e > 0} is a neighborhood base at m, so (b) =» (d). Suppose (e)

is false. Let A, B c 3 be ir-separated from each other, with ir(A, B) = e > 0 and

m e^|S|nfi-^'. Then S(A, e/2)"-*(S,) is not a neighborhood of m since

Jt(3)\S(A, e/2)-^<S)d ä and m g £-*<*>. Hence (d) =» (e).

Suppose (f) is false, and let 5 c 3 be a set with sup.eâ, 7r(z, 5) < oo. The set 5

can be written as a union S = Ax U A2 such that /I, and A2 are w-separated from

each other and sup,6S, ir(z, A,) < oo for ; = 1,2. Then m g /jj-^(â> n ^2^(S).

Hence (e) => (f).

If {m} is a point part and lim zA = m, then the mappings Fx of Theorem 4.6

converge to a constant map Fm defined by /« Fm(z) = m(f) for all /g Hx(3),
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z G A. If A c 3 with sup.eS,ir(z, A) < oo and wx minimizes {it(zx, w); w G A),

then supA7r(zA, wA) < oo. Hence supA|FA"1(w,A)| < 1 and \im f(wx) = m(f) for all

/ g Hx(3), i.e. m g A'^{9). Thus (0 => (a).

Statements (g) and (h) have been discussed and (i) is an immediate consequence of

(d).   D

In the disk each bounded harmonic function has a continuous extension to^(A).

In more general domains this may not be the case.

Theorem 5.5. Let 3 - (A\ {0})\UA„ with sup(c„+x/c„) < 1 and L(r„/c„)p <

oc, some p > 1. Every bounded harmonic function on 3 has a continuous extension to

(the closure of 3 in)Jt(3) if and only //Z(log c„/log r„) = x.

Proof. If £(log c„/log r„ ) < oo, then, by Theorem 3.8, there is a sequence in

[4,0) which is not w-separated but interpolates bounded harmonic functions on

3. There is then a bounded harmonic function on this sequence interpolating zeros

and ones which does not have a continuous extension to Jt (3).

If E(log c„/log /;,) = oo, then 0 is a regular point for the Dirichlet problem on 3

and every bounded harmonic function on 3 has a limit as r goes to 0 along the

negative axis (see Theorem 3.7). This, together with Theorem 4.14. proves the

theorem.   D

A bounded function on 3 is said to be 77-normal if it is uniformly continuous

when 3 is equipped with the Carathéodory metric.

Theorem 5.6. Let 3 = (A\ {0})\UA„ with sup(c„ + x/c„) < 1 and L(rn/c„)p <

00, some p > 1. A bounded harmonic function defined on 3 has a continuous extension

toJt(3)if and only if it is ir-normal.

Proof. Any bounded function which has a continuous extension to Jt(3) is

77-normal. If {a,,}, {#,} a 3, with lim it(a„,ßn)= 0 and inf \f(a„) -f(ß„)\ > 8 >

0, and m g {ctn}~-"iS)\3, then also m g {ßn}~""(S>), so/cannot have a continu-

ous extension to 3 U {m}. Using Theorem 4.14 it suffices for the converse to show

that a bounded w-normal harmonic function has a continuous extension to

[4,0)-*<*>.
Actually it is true that any w-normal function defined on 3 has a continuous

extension to the set of nontangential homeomorphisms at 0. This is an immediate

consequence of Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.4. Let / be w-normal on 3. Let m be a

nontangential homeomorphism and let S,, 52 c 3 with m g 5f^(S) and m g

S2""(9l). Then 5, and 52 cannot be w-separated so /( 5, ) n /( 52 ) =h 0. Let a g

D{/(5): 5 cSandm g 5"^<S)}. For e > 0, A - A(a, e) - {z g 3: |/(z)-a| <

e/2) is nonempty. If 5 > 0 is such that ir(z, w) < 8 and |z|, \w\ < 2|a| =» |/(z) -

f(w)\ < e/2, then 5(/l, 8)-"lS) c /-'(5(a, e)). Then m(f) = D{/(5): 5 c 3 and

m G S~Jt{S)) defines a continuous extension of / to the set of nontangential

homomorphisms.   D

6. Nonstandard analysis. In a nonstandard model the domain 3 has an extension

3*. Each/G Hx(3) has an extension/* that maps^* into C*. There is a natural

mapping of 3* into Jt(3) defined by F(z)(f) ="(f*(z)), z &3*, /g Hx(3),
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where ° indicates the standard part. F maps 3* onto Jt(3) if and only if the

Corona Theorem holds for 3. There are three natural metrics on 3 which are useful

for our purposes; the Poincaré metric \p, o defined locally by \dz\/d(z, 93), and the

Carathéodory metric it. Each of these metrics extends to a nonstandard metric on

3*. Being infinitesimally far apart or finitely far apart, in each of these metrics,

defines an equivalence relation on 3*. The resulting equivalence classes are the

monads, M(z), and galaxies, G(z), of 3* in these metrics. For z g 3*, MJz)

c MAz) c M„(z) and GJz) c G^,(z) c G„(z). Each of these sets maps into a

subset of Jt(3) under F. In the case when 3 = A, these three metrics are equivalent,

so the galaxies and monads under these metrics are the same. The images of the

galaxies under F are precisely the Gleason parts of Jt(A). When 3 is infinitely

connected, the situation may be much more complicated. It can be shown that

F(G„(z)) is always either a point or an analytic set, and the nature of this analytic

set can be determined from the geometry of 3. The important idea is the " type"

discussed in [2]. When the metric xp is not equivalent to a, a new phenomena may

occur. Analytic sets in^(^) which arise from the o-galaxies in 3* may be "glued

together" along isolated sets of points. This is one reason why in the domains

considered in this paper and in [4], there occur many disks in Jt(3) with their

origins identified. The w-galaxies may be very large. A 7r-galaxy is a union of

a-galaxies and has an image under F which is contained in a single Gleason part:

F(Gm(z)) c <S(F(z)). In all known examples, equality occurs here. Even in the case

of the disk this is nontrivial and is the "deep" part of Hoffman's paper [7]. The

"hedges" discussed in this paper and the "congested gardens" of [4] are examples of

Gleason parts arising from large 7r-galaxies. The general problem of describing the

Gleason parts of Jt(3) has the following aspects: First, it is necessary to describe

the possible structures that can occur in w-galaxies. In the disk this is trivial since

w-galaxies are a-galaxies, but in general this is a deep problem. To be more precise,

for each 7r-galaxy GT(z), a metric space (X„(z), p) is formed from the w-monads

contained in G„(z) by defining p(Mv(n), M„(v)) =°(ir(u, v)). In the case 3 = A,

(X„(x), p) is always isometric to (A,xpQ). The problem is to describe the metric

spaces (X„(z), p) that can occur.

There is a natural continuous mapping of (Xm(z), p) into Jt(3) defined by

M„(z) -» F(z). In the case 3 = A this mapping is either constant or injective. In the

L-domains considered in this paper, this mapping need not be injective or constant.

In fact, the space ( X„(z), p) corresponding to a "hedge" may have arbitrarily high

cardinality, depending on the nonstandard model used. Having determined the

nature of ( Xv(z), p), it is then necessary to determine how this space is "collapsed"

to form a set in Jt (3). In the nonstandard language, ( Xn(z). p) is determined by all

the finite-valued internal analytic functions on 3*, and the image of this set in

Jt(3) is determined by all standard analytic functions on 3*. Since the question of

the existence of internal and standard objects may involve quite different sorts of

problems, this division of the general problem of describing the Gleason parts of

Ji(3) into the problems of describing the metric spaces (X^(z), p) and then

describing how these spaces are collapsed to form sets in Jt(3) is of fundamental

importance.
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It is also necessary to show that whole Gleason parts are obtained in this way, i.e.

to show that F(G„(z)) = &(F(z)).

In [2] the theory of the o- and (/--galaxies of 3* is developed and examples are

described which include the domains considered in this paper. [1] contains a general

discussion of these ideas.
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